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Volume 8 of the Haruhi Suzumiya series. Editor-in-Chief, Straight Ahead!Since the beginning of the year, the SOS
Brigade has been masking as the Literature Club to be recognized as an official high school organization. But when the
new student council president threatens to disband the group, the members must write a collection of literature.
Naturally, Haruhi assume the role of editor-in-chief and leads the team to publication with hilarious results.
Wandering ShadowFrom writers to detectives, the SOS Brigade does it all. When fellow classmate Sanaka comes to the club
seeking help, the team (well, Haruhi) is up to the task. A well-trodden popular park path has suddenly begun to terrify
the neighborhood dogs, and Haruhi suspects that its being haunted by animal spirits. It looks like the SOS Brigade is
about to perform its first first canine exorcism!
The Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 What if you woke up one morning, and
everything changed? It's one week before Christmas Eve, and Haruhi and the S.O.S. Brigade (a club for her high school's
strangest and most extraordinary students) are gearing up for holiday festivities. But just before the fun kicks off,
Kyon, the only "normal" member, wakes up in a weird alternate dimension, one where Haruhi attends another school
entirely, Nagato the time traveling robot is just an ordinary human, and Mikuru (the cute girl of Kyon's dreams)
doesn't even recognize him-in other words, S.O.S. Brigade never existed. The only clue Kyon can find is a bookmark left
by the robot version of Nagato, which leads him on a quest back in time, where he interacts with the storyline from
"Bamboo Leaf Rhapsody", a short story from the previous Haruhi book, The Boredom of Haruhi Suzumiya. This fun and
quirky holiday tale is reminiscent of A Christmas Carol and It's a Wonderful Life.
The Celebration of Haruhi Suzumiya Nagaru Tanigawa 2014-10-28 There's even more to be told of the antics of the SOS
Brigade--under Haruhi's leadership the possibilities for fun and mayhem are endless! Join your favorite characters in
this huge collection of brand-new adventures and illustrations from a wide range of artists and storytellers! Jampacked with more time travelers, aliens, espers, and Haruhi than Kyon can handle, this anthology is the perfect
addition to any collection!
Kyoto Animation Dani Cavallaro 2012-09-18 Kyoto Animation, a studio with very humble beginnings, has gained recognition
the world over as a uniquely inspired and inventive enterprise. This book examines Kyoto Animation’s philosophy and
creative vision with close reference to its anime. It focuses on the studio’s choice of genres, themes and imagery
while exploring its maintenance of high production values. The analysis highlights the studio’s commitment to the
pursuit of both artistic excellence and technical experimentation—and its reliance on the imagination and expertise of
in-house staff.
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 15 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-04-23 As a member of the SOS Brigade, Kyon has
had his fair share of close encounters (of the bizarre kind). But as Mikuru the Elder's scavenger hunt sends Kyon and
"Michiru" into trouble, Kyon realizes that the scope of his friends' supernatural connections are far beyond what even
he could ever have imagined-and far more dangerous...
The Rampage of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 What Haruhi wants, Haruhi gets! Stunning,
brash, and completely clueless about her powers, Haruhi Suzumiya can make anything bend to her will. Although she
doesn't know it, she's a goddess who has the ability destroy the world--don't make her mad! Luckily, she has her SOS
Brigade (a club comprised of her high school's most extraordinary students) to keep her happy. This fifth volume in the
wildly fun and unpredictable Haruhi Suzumiya series features three short stories for Haruhi's every mood--an endless
(never-ending) summer, a heated (overheated) competition with the computer club, and a ski trip getaway (with a
dangerous blizzard!). Join the frenzy and fun with the fifth book in the phenomenal bestselling series that took the
world by storm with over 4.5 million copies sold.
The Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya (light Novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2021-02-23 "First published in Japan in 2004 by
Kadokawa Shoten Publishing Co.,"
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 20 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2014-11-18 When Kyon arrives at school, it seems
like another average day--until he realizes Sasaki has wrapped North High in a closed space. Led to the SOS Brigade
clubroom by Sasaki and Tachibana, Kyon knocks (just in case) and is surprised to find not a costumed Asahina, but
instead a girl he's never seen before...and a very familiar face!
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 13 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-08-21 After months of squatting in the
Literature Club's clubroom, the SOS Brigade puts pen to paper and starts writing some literature of their own! The
Brigade has just one week to create a literature newsletter if they want to keep the Lit Club's space from being
reallocated by the student council. As each member prepares his or her contribution, Supreme Editor in Chief Haruhi
keeps a watchful eye on her team, especially as Kyon's assigned romance story unfolds!
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 10 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2011-12-12 Quite out of the blue, Kyon receives a
phone call from his middle school classmate Nakagawa. Six months ago, he spotted Kyon walking with the most beautiful
girl he'd ever seen and instantly fell in love! Now he wants Kyon's help conveying his feelings. But Nakagawa has no
idea that the fair maiden who stole his heart is actually an otherworldly being...Nagato?! How will the stoic alien
react to Nakagawa's affections?!
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-05-28 When Yuki is grazed by a car on her way home from
school, her minor injuries belie the drastic change that has taken place within her: the "Yuki Nagato" after the
accident is not the same person as the Yuki from before. The new Yuki has all of the same memories, but they feel as if
they were lived by someone else. How will Yuki's fellow club members react to their new friend? And how will Yuki
respond to the lingering impressions of her feelings for Kyon...?
The Intrigues of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 After closing a time loop fiasco in The
Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya (Vol. 5), our protagonist Kyon is ready to start a new year with a blank slate--no
time travel, no apocalyptic worries, and maybe some actual peace and quiet with the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 Haruhi holds the fate of the universe in her
hands . . . lucky for you she doesn't know it! Meet Haruhi - a cute, determined girl, starting high school in a city
where nothing exciting happens and absolutely no one understands her. Meet Kyon - the sarcastic guy who sits behind
Haruhi in homeroom and the only boy Haruhi has ever opened up to. His fate is now tied to hers. Meet the S.O.S. Brigade
- an after-school club organized by Haruhi with a mission to seek out the extraordinary. Oh, and their second mission?
Keeping Haruhi happy . . . because even though she doesn't know it, Haruhi has the power to destroy the universe.
Seriously. The phenomenon that took Japan by storm - with more than 4.5 million copies sold - is now available in the
first-ever English edition.
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 11 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-02-28 Trapped on the snowy mountain by both a
storm and the supernatural forces that have cut off Yuki from the Data Overmind, Kyon is roused from sleep by Asahina
slowly unbuttoning her nightshirt as she climbs into his bed! Kyon realizes it cannot possibly be the real Asahina
(darn!), and though he doesn't mind the house's tricks (who would?), he and the Brigade have to crack the code and
escape fast before Yuki's fever (and Haruhi's restlessness) gets out of control!
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-07-24 This spin-off of the bestselling Haruhi Suzumiya
series takes place in the world of the "Disappearance" arc of the original novels, focusing on the high school life
(and romance!) of a tentative and bashful Yuki Nagato quite unlike the one you've come to know and love through the
usual exploits of the SOS Brigade...but no less charming!
The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2011-12-12 The SOS Brigade gets browbeaten into entering a
baseball tournament to help their fearless leader stave off boredom. But despite the Brigade's clear lack of skill
Haruhi has no intention of losing...and she's ready to pitch a fit if her team doesn't step up to the plate!
New Japan Academy, Vol. 1 HIROKU. 2020-11-10 It's the stars of New Japan Pro-Wrestling as you've never seen them
before! Teenager Tetsuya Naito is aiming for the top of New Japan Academy and the chance to face his idol, the IWGP
champion and "Once-in-a-Century Talent" Hiroshi Tanahashi. But when "Rainmaker" Kazuchika Okada spoils Naito's plans,
will the ordeal force Naito to abandon his dreams?
The Empty Box and Zeroth Maria, Vol. 1 (light novel) Eiji Mikage 2017-10-31 Kazuki Hoshino treasures nothing more than
his ordinary life, and March 2 should have been an ordinary day. The arrival of a transfer student, the mysterious Aya
Otonashi, shouldn't have shattered the world he knows. He's never seen this girl before in his life, but she says she's
met him thousands of times--and declares war on him for a crime he can't even remember... As the truth begins to
unravel, nothing is as it seems, and at the heart of it all is a wish powerful enough to change everything...
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-10-30 This spin-off of the bestselling Haruhi Suzumiya
series takes place in the world of the "Disappearance" arc of the original novels, focusing on the high school life
(and romance!) of a tentative and bashful Yuki Nagato quite unlike the one you've come to know and love through the
usual exploits of the SOS Brigade...but no less charming!
Haruhi Suzumiya Illustrations Kadokawa Shoten 2013-10-29 Can't get enough of Haruhi and the SOS Brigade? Then Haruhi
Suzumiya Illustrations: Spring & Summer is the art book for you! Haruhi Suzumiya Illustrations collects the fantastic
key visuals and promotional artwork from the hit Haruhi Suzumiya anime series. Spring & Summer features Haruhi and the
whole gang in beachwear, sports outfits, summer dresses, evening gowns, and more as they adventure through all sorts of
fun and farcical situations.
The Dissociation of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-06-18 As the second year of high school begins,
Haruhi's cynical and sarcastic confidant Kyon, the only "normal" member of the SOS Brigade, finds himself meeting
Sasaki, an old friend from his days in junior high. Haruhi and Sasaki's shared friendship with Kyon and, possibly,
shared abilities, causes tension between the two and Kyon knows Haurhi's dissatisfaction can have dire consequences!
Kyon and Sasaki's chance meeting could affect his future, the future of the SOS Brigade, and the world forever. This
ninth volume of the Haruhi Suzumiya series is the first to use two alternate stories for the same plot with different
endings. The story continues in the next novel, The Surprise of Haruhi Suzumiya.
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2017-10-31 The members of the Literature Club have graduated and
are about to go their separate ways! With Asakura going to study abroad in Canada and the others moving on to college,
the group says its goodbyes in this final volume!
Haruhi-Ism Noizi Ito 2013-08-13 Haruhi Suzumiya is an energetic Japanese girl who craves excitement and adventure! The
members of the SOS Brigade try their best to keep Haruhi happy, because if they don't - she could accidentally destroy
the universe! Seriously! Haruhi-ism collects the spectacular artwork of Noizi Ito, the artist behind the original
Haruhi Suzumiya novel series. Included are book and DVD covers, magazine pin-ups, rare promo images, and more!
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan, Vol. 6 Nagaru Tanigawa 2014-09-23 When he joins the organization committee for
the joint Kouyouen-North High festival, Kyon is reunited with Sasaki, an old friend from middle school. Their renewed
friendship draws a confession out of Sasaki that could change everything! A romantic challenger has appeared!!
Now and Then We Time Travel Fraser A. Sherman 2017-02-06 More than 400 films and 150 television series have featured
time travel—stories of rewriting history, lovers separated by centuries, journeys to the past or the (often dystopian)
future. This book examines some of the roles time travel plays on screen in science fiction and fantasy. Plot synopses
and credits are listed for films and TV series from England, Canada, the UK and Japan, as well as for TV and films from
elsewhere in the world. Tropes and plot elements are highlighted. The author discusses philosophical questions about
time travel, such as the logic of timelines, causality (what’s to keep time-travelers from jumping back and correcting
every mistake?) and morality (if you correct a mistake, are you still guilty of it?).
The Indignation of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-11-20 Two stories continue the adventure in
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his high school's most extraordinary students. Their leader is Haruhi, a bold, brash girl who doesn't realize that
she's actually a powerful goddess whose moods can easily change the balance of the universe. Just as Kyon starts to get
comfortable, he gets a visit from his friend Mikuru. Except this isn't his Mikuru; it's a Mikuru from eight days in the
future! Time traveling shenanigans start all over again as Kyon, guided by the future Mikuru, attempts to stop a
terrible future from becoming a reality.
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-01-22 Bit by bit, Yuki gains confidence in herself and is
able to relax around Kyon. But now that Yuki has taken her first steps in expressing her feelings, mother-hen Asakura
worries that her little girl (?) might start pushing things too quickly. Asakura won't stand for any indecorous
romancing on her watch. And she will be watching...
The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 It's the end of the world as we know it - or is
it? Gorgeous, confident, and demanding, Haruhi Suzumiya is the leader of the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of her high
school's most extraordinary students. So when Haruhi is bored, it's up to the SOS Brigade do something about it. In
this sequel to the clever and uniquely witty The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, the SOS Brigade goes along with
Haruhi's scheme to make a movie for the school's upcoming festival. But when filming begins, strange things start to
happen, and Haruhi-who has no idea she's a goddess with the ability to destroy the world-starts to show her devastating
powers. Could the end be near? Or is it just another day at high school? You never know when Haruhi is involved! Join
the frenzy and the fun with this second book in the phenomenal bestselling series that took the world by storm with
over 4.5 million copies sold. This hardcover collector's edition features the original Japanese cover!
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2016-03-22 Now that their relationship has been discovered, Yuki
and Kyon must endure the "encouragement" of Asakura and their friends as their relationship continues to blossom. But
will the additional scrutiny and pressure push them to the breaking point, or drive them closer together?
The Misfortune of Kyon and Koizumi Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-02-26 Boisterous, impulsive Haruhi Suzumiya commands the
spotlight wherever she goes! But the SOS Brigade chief wouldn't be any kind of chief at all without a supporting cast
of club members to command as well. And there's no one she loves ordering around as much as Kyon! In this collection of
short comics and illustrations by various artists, the boys of the SOS Brigade will at last have their moment to shine!
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 19 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2014-08-26 After Haruhi's rigorous selection
process, a new member has been selected for the SOS Brigade! But Kyon feels uneasy around Yasumi Watahashi, not only
because of the girl's odd behavior, but also because he knows the peculiar-and sometimes threatening-types that tend to
congregate around Haruhi Suzumiya...
Please Save My Earth, Vol. 6 Saki Hiwatari 2013-03-19 Tamura has taken Takashi to the relative safety of Kyoto, leaving
Haruhiko to fend for himself against Rin's not so tender mercies. As promised, Haruhiko bravely confesses the sins of
his past life and explains everything in a letter to Tamura. When Rin threatens Tamura, Haruhiko teleports to Kyoto in
an attempt to intercept the letter. Although Haruhiko's desperation strikes a sympathetic chord in Takashi, Tamura gets
the revealing letter before it can be torn apart. Having succeeded in convincing the others that Haruhiko is the
reincarnation of Shion, Rini's eager to move forward with his plans. To destory the moon base and all traces of their
potentiallyu Earth-devastating past, Rin needs the others' computer passwords. He's willing todo anything to get them,
even arrange a date with "Shion" and his fiancée Alice. -- VIZ Media
Handa-kun Satsuki Yoshino 2017-09-19 Just when you thought it was all over, the whole crew makes a surprising return
for three extra chapters! How will the Handa Army react to the news that their beloved Handa will be the focus of an
anime series? By blowing it all ridiculously out of proportion, of course! The final volume of Handa-kun is full of
high jinks with the Handa Army, plus some special extras from the author.
The Wavering of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-09-04 In Book 6 in the series, readers take a step
into a time warp in five short stories. Head back to events from the previous books, and previously unseen scenes and
perspectives to uncover mysteries that had been left unanswered. Live Alive Kyon peruses the stalls at the cultural
festival and visits Mikuru's noodle stall. Everything seems normal for once, until a surprise band shows up to perform.
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The Adventures of Mikuru Asahina: Episode 00 The movie that the SOS Brigade created in The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya
(Book 2) is shown, and the Bridage gets to see it in its final form. Love at First Sight Kyon meets with an old friend,
who describes seeing a girl he's fallen in love with--and it turns out to be Yuki! Will this mere human have a chance
with the world's most stoic robot? Where Did the Cat Go? This story takes readers back to Book 3 (The Rampage of Haruhi
Suzumiya) in which the SOS Brigade finally begins the main event for the Snow Mountain retreat murder mystery. The
Melancholy of Mikuru Asahina Mikuru asks Kyon to accompany her to buy tea leaves, but a secret motive may be involved.
The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan Nagaru Tanigawa 2013-05-28 When Yuki is grazed by a car on her way home from
school, her minor injuries belie the drastic change that has taken place within her: the "Yuki Nagato" after the
accident is not the same person as the Yuki from before. The new Yuki has all of the same memories, but they feel as if
they were lived by someone else. How will Yuki's fellow club members react to their new friend? And how will Yuki
respond to the lingering impressions of her feelings for Kyon...?
Toradora! (Light Novel) Vol. 1 Yuyuko Takemiya 2018-05-08 '" Takasu Ryuuji might look like a thug, but he''s actually a
nice guy. Making friends when you''ve got an unintentionally scary face is tough–and don''t even get him started on
girlfriends. But with his secret crush in his class, the start of his second year of high school is off to a good
start…until he crosses paths with Aisaka Taiga. Beautiful, frightening, and not quite five feet tall, the girl known as
the palmtop tiger is the one person in school even scarier than Ryuuji himself–and he''s just made the mistake of
making her very, very angry. "'
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 1 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2011-11-14 Kyon is your ordinary high school freshman
who has long given up on his childhood dreams of encountering the fantastic and supernatural...or so he thought. From
the very first day of school, his classmate-the beautiful but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiya-makes it very clear that her
only desire is to meet aliens, time travelers, and psychics! A chance conversation between the two inspires Haruhi to
form the SOS Brigade, a school club created for the sole purpose of gathering together such supernatural beings. The
initial members consist of the mute bookworm Yuki Nagato, the timid but voluptuous Miharu Asahina, and the polite and
ever-smiling Itsuki Koizumi. By the end of this first volume, Kyon quickly finds out that these seemingly "helpless
victims" of Haruhi's are actually members of secret organizations-both futuristic and alien-with the single aim of
keeping watch over Haruhi Suzumiya as she is the pinnacle of some major calamity on the horizon...
Love at Fourteen, Vol. 6 Fuka Mizutani 2017-03-21 As Class 2-B makes landfall in Kyoto, everyone's talking about who's
going to confess to whom. This prompts Kanata to realize that despite their developing romance, Kazuki's never actually
told her how he feels about her. There's love in the air, but for Kanata and Kazuki, will this momentous confession--if
it ever comes-just be too little, too late?
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 12 (Manga) Nagaru Tanigawa 2012-05-29 Kyon knew it was only a matter of time
before he would have to return to December 18th of the previous year, to the three days when the SOS Brigade and his
supernatural friends suddenly disappeared. Back then, Kyon was cruelly stabbed by alien rogue Ryouko Asakura and nearly
bled out on the school roof. How will he fare this time around?
The Intuition of Haruhi Suzumiya (light Novel) Nagaru Tanigawa 2021-06-08 Sometimes, even Haruhi doesn't know what she
wants! As the SOS Brigade rings in the New Year with a shrine visit, there's a surprising lack of supernatural or
reality-bending phenomena. Despite this, Kyon is as wary as ever. After all, Haruhi has a tendency to turn even the
most mundane events into impossible uproars! That danger could not be more apparent than when their club activities
lead them into the world of school wonders and whodunit mysteries. Even peaceful moments are remarkably eccentric when
Haruhi is around...
The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan, Vol. 12 Nagaru Tanigawa 2020-05-26 The series is over-but Haruhi-chan's antics
will never be! Fueled by her now-legendary melancholy, the absurd adventures of Haruhi-chan continue, utterly unbound
by the laws of reality! Cozy up under the kotatsu with Haruhi-chan and the Brigade-for as looong as you like. Take
flight with Haruhi the superhero as she swoops in to save the day...on her own terms! Bask in the obligatory swimsuit
chapter! All leading up to the final chapter! And the final chapter! And the stunning Final Chapter!!!
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